Abstract

There are an ever-increasing number of genomes being sequenced, many of which have associated RNA sequencing and other genomics data. The availability of user-friendly web-accessible mining tools ensures that these data repositories provide maximum benefit to the community. However, there are relatively few options available for setting up such standalone frameworks. We developed the Genome Integrative Explorer System (GenIE-Sys) to set up web resources to enable search, visualization and exploration of genomics data typically generated by a genome project.

GenIE-Sys is implemented in PHP, JavaScript and Python and is freely available under the GNU GPL 3 public license. All source code is freely available at the GenIE-Sys website (https://geniesys.org) or GitHub (http://github.com/plantgenie/geniesys.git). Documentation is available at http://geniesys.readthedocs.io.
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Introduction

The availability of tools for setting up standalone genomic web resources is becoming increasingly important given the ever-increasing number of genomes being sequenced. Existing web resources such as Phytozome (1) and Ensembl (2), for example, provide search and navigation of curated genomes but do not allow users to set up their own web resource. While tools for genome browsing exist, these are not designed to serve the data as a public or private web resource. While there are existing options for populating custom resources with genome data, such as the GMOD (Generic Model Organism Database Project) Tripal project (3), BioMart (4) and Intermine (5), we found that these were either more extensive than our own needs or that the available tools did not include visualization of gene expression data. This prompted us to develop an in-house system that was initially used for the PlantGenIE resource (6) and that we have now developed as a generic tool, the Genome Integrative Explorer System (GenIE-Sys) (Supplementary Table 2A). GenIE-Sys is a file-based Content Management System (CMS) (7) with basic content stored in text files. Database server is not needed to get started with the GenIE-Sys. However, the database server is required to load the genomic data and integrate with GenIE-Sys plugins. GenIE-Sys uses the initial source files (General Feature Format (GFF3) and FASTA) generated by genome projects as the core input. These input files are parsed and loaded into a predefined database schema, which is then queried by the web front-end to serve data to the user within a graphical user interface (GUI). The web front-end includes the basic functionalities of a Model Organism Database (MOD); for instance, a genome browser and homology search and visualization. GenIE-Sys provides a dedicated workspace for each species, with a consistent GUI, easy and smooth transition between tools and the ability to save gene lists without login, which represents a lower cognitive load to the user (8). Saved gene lists can be used within the included analysis and visualization tools. We have implemented plugins for visualization and exploration of RNA-Seqencing (9) gene expression datasets, including single gene, gene set or gene co-expression network visualization and functional enrichment analyses. However, a base install, which we refer to as a starter package, includes GeneList, Autocomplete box to speed search of gene IDs, BLAST (10), JBrowse (11) and gene information pages plugins (Supplementary Table 1A).
Results and Discussion

System Architecture

The GenIE-Sys can be easily explained using a standard three tier architecture comprising the storage, application and presentation layers. It is a client-server architecture in which the logic for the application, data storage and user interface are developed and maintained as independent modules on separate layers. This enables developers to update the stack of one tier without affecting other areas of the application. Therefore, different development teams can work on different areas of the application scaling up or out the application separately at each tier, aiding ease of maintenance.

The storage layer consists of different types of databases, source files and corresponding indices. In the GenIE-Sys, information is parsed from the database to the application layer for processing, and then eventually to the user via the presentation layer. The application layer is the communication media between the presentation and database layers using web services, which contains two components; one for the inbuilt modules, and other one for the external plugins. Inbuilt modules include the essential functions for providing “on the fly” calculations (server-side algorithms calculate the results depending on the query request without pre-storage in a database) and information processing. The external plugins include all the external tools to integrate with GenIE-Sys, for example JBrowse (11), BLAST (10), exImage (expressionImage), exNet, exHeatmap. The presentation layer is based on web 2.0 standards, including AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) (12) and HTML (HyperText Markup Language)(13). The presentation layer directly interacts and communicates with end users. We developed critical functionalities of GenIE-Sys themes using an iterative design process comprising usability evaluation methods, including user-based surveys and observations (14). To negate the requirement of user login we deploy a fingerprint system developed by the Electronic Frontier Foundation that has better accuracy than session IDs or IP addresses (15) (16). However, we will also make use of cookies as an alternative approach to uniquely identifying users as the use of such fingerprint methods is being phased out.
The Number of dependencies, frameworks and libraries were minimized when we initiated the GenIE-Sys to make a base install as simple as possible for the maintainers while providing a usable resource for the end users interacting with the site. This will allow maintainers and developers to create new tools and convert existing tools into plugins easily without conflicting with multiple libraries and frameworks. Figure 1 shows the central system architecture of GenIE-Sys. Necessary gene annotations are stored in primary tables using transcript ID as the primary key while expression, genomic and other analysis data are stored in secondary tables. Users can search for genes of interest or keywords within the GeneList tool and then save the results as a separate, named gene list for use in the analysis and visualization tools. User-specific unique IDs enable users to revisit the site and access their previously created set of gene lists. There are several web services that query the databases in order to extract appropriate data for use in plugins available in a base install, such as GeneList, Autocomplete, Gene information pages, BLAST and JBrowse. Optional plugins such as the expression visualization tools exNet, exImage and exHeatmap, which we have previously described (6), can be downloaded and integrated into a GenIE-Sys installation.

Figure 1 System Architecture of the GenIE-Sys
The core modules are the skeleton of the GenIE-Sys, and it handles the layout properties, directory structure and basic admin features. Default plugin directory contains routing and tool pages plus directories for CSS, JavaScript, and Web Services. Administrators can update the sequence directory paths and MySQL database information inside the config.php file and the settings.php files respectively to configure the GenIE-Sys. Species that are available in Phytozome Biomart can be downloaded using build.plantgenie.org extraction tool to use as input files for parsing scripts. These parsing scripts will be used to load input source files (GFF3/TSV/SQL/FASTA) into the database to make corresponding indices. Separate species stored in a different database.

We have adapted analysis, expression and genome tools from PlantGenIE (6) as external plugins for optional use within the GenIE-Sys.

**Database Architecture**

Chado (17) is popular relational database schema covering a variety of biological domains. It is an open-source, community-derived database schema for PostgreSQL. For the time being, there is no associated Chado database for MySQL. Before we introduce the GenIE-Sys, we had to keep two database servers; MySQL for the PlantGenIE(6) tools and PostgreSQL for the Chado database. Therefore, we had to maintain two separate database servers for a single web resource, and cross-connection between databases is challenging as they are in different database servers. To ease maintenance, we prefer to extract sequence information as BLAST(10) or JBrowse (11) indices instead of parsing and storing them within the database. We already had a well-functioning database structure in PlantGenIE(6) with unique specifications. For example; separate tables for co-expression networks and to be able to save a genelist in the database etc. On the other hand, most of the tables in the Chado database not used in the GenIE-Sys. Therefore, we developed a dedicated MySQL database schema (Supplementary Figure 1A) for GenIE-Sys, which was capable of accomplishing our primary goal to develop tools for gene annotation and expression data visualization. We use transcript gene IDs as primary keys in the database and then combine secondary tables with relation to those primary keys. Therefore, the database structure can be extendable for unforeseen future requirements.
Navigation system of GenIE-Sys

The data flow diagram (Figure 2) helps to understand the main functionalities and navigation system of the GenIE-Sys.

![Data flow diagram](image)

**Figure 2 GenIE-Sys Data flow diagram**

Genie files can be changed by the administrator using GenIE-Sys user interface. Basic site configurations including passwords, menus and themes information stored in the GenIE files. First, check the availability of the plugin for the given menu name. If the plugin is available for the given menu name, the equivalent plugin will be displayed; otherwise, the user will only see the default blank page. Plugins will use the Database and storage files to visualize genomic, analysis and expression data. The corresponding plugins will render inside the GenIE user interface with the combination of the selected theme. The plugin will also have access to the settings files to get database name, username, password, blast directories and other similar settings. Settings have to access the configuration files to get default database name unless it's not already mentioned in the settings files.
**Administration**

GenIE-Sys is designed with ease of use and only simple hardware and software requirements in mind. GenIE-Sys can be installed in different infrastructures such as XAMP/MAMP, Docker and Command-line environments. At first, Clone the GenIE-Sys source code from GitHub (https://github.com/plantgenie/geniesys.git) into the Webroot of your web server and website can be access using a web browser. GenIE-Sys is a file-based CMS with essential content stored in text files. MySQL database is required only to load the genomic data and integrate with GenIE-Sys plugins. Once GenIE-Sys is up and running, the administrator can download and install an empty database or model species database using a command-line or graphical user interfaces. Installation requires modest computer skills. Bash scripts are available for parsing genomes into required input formats with the ability to extract data from the Biomart resource (REF) and also for loading data into the databases. Directory of tools is considered as plugins. A plugin is a simple folder containing a collection of PHP files. index.php file is a template which validates the necessary conditions whether the tool is enabled or requested by the menu system and availability of the requested tool. Once conditions are met, tool.php file will be redirected by the index.php file to render the appropriate tool within the web resource. Tool.php contains all the function associated with a particular tool, but the index.php file remains unchanged in any given plugin. Documentation (http://geniesys.readthedocs.io/) detailing plugin development and guidelines are available to build and maintain the GenIE-Sys and develop external plugins. Themes help to style the web resource, and there is a separate theme directory in GenIE-Sys. It can be customized depending on the end-user requirements. To change or update the themes, the administrator needs to edit the corresponding style sheet or theme file. There are two basic configuration files one for the primary site setting: the database details and the other for sequence information and raw file locations.

**End User Interaction**

To provide a worked example of using the GenIE-Sys we here (Figure 3) use the beta version of our conifer genome resource, ConGenIE (https://beta.congenie.org). A user can start by performing a Gene Search to search for genes using gene IDs, descriptions, experiments, GO IDs and different annotations and then save the result as a new
GeneList that can be named and subsequently used with available analysis and visualization tools.

Figure 3 An example of a use case scenario demonstrating beta version of Spruce website (beta.congenie.org).

The GeneList tool allows the user to search for genes using gene IDs, descriptions, experiments, GO ids and different annotations, and then saves the result in a list that can be used by other tools. User can type in gene ids, descriptions, or different annotations. The matching genes will be displayed with selected annotations. The result can be customized by clicking the Select Displayed Annotations button. There are three buttons to “Save all to Gene List”, “Remove selected from Gene List” or “Empty Gene List”. The “Share table” button allows sharing the current GeneList with other users by way of an auto generated URL. The GeneList tool is the starting point for most PlantGenIE workflow. User can use saved genelist with PlantGenIE (6) tools such as exNet, exImage, exHeatmap and explot are considered as expression tools.

FAIR principles for scientific data management

The vast amounts of scientific data being produced today can no longer be effectively interpreted, communicated and shared through papers. Without proper stewardship of data, potential scientific progress is more and more impeded by fragmented patches of information that could not talk to each other. To harness the power of big and complex
data people and machines need to work together. To make this happen the revolution in data production needs of revolution in data stewardship. Good data stewardship follows FAIR guidelines(18) and will enable an Internet of data and services helping data and algorithms to find each other talk to each other and remain available for re-use. Data stewardship is, therefore, critical for the future of research and innovation. GenIE-Sys contribute to such efforts as detailed in Table 1.

Table 1 GenIE-Sys implemented based on FAIR guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAIR principles</th>
<th>GenIE-Sys features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Findable</td>
<td>Available on GitHub with free and open source License. GenIE-Sys uses consistent layout and workflow for genomic web resources. It also uses standard representation such as gene ids, synonyms for searching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessible</td>
<td>Once setup the GenIE-Sys anyone can access as a resource unless if data is not private. It provides long term availability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperable</td>
<td>GenIE-Sys uses standard files as input source such as GFF3 or FASTA files from the projects. Cross site communication can be achieved when there are more than one species installed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reusable</td>
<td>Results of the tools is reproduceable using corresponding gene IDs. Moreover, shared gene list can be reused among researchers or publications.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

GenIE-Sys is a standalone web resource builder to produce and integrate a set of tools to explore and interact with genomics data allowing maximal data access and sharing among project members, including those with limited programming skills. Alternatively, the website generated from GenIE-Sys can be publicly accessible as a community resource, ensuring that genome project data is available for broader community use.

**Future**
We are planning to continuously update and maintain the GenIE-Sys by developing more features and plugins as the need for these from users is identified. Frequent testing will be performed in order to assure and maintain quality and to deliver bug-free and secure software to the community. Meanwhile, the source code will be revised and re-implemented using new frameworks such as React (20) or Angular (21) to aid community contribution and interpretability. We also aim to developed new tools and plugins for specific biological datasets such as expression and phenotype quantitative trait loci (QTL) and genome wide association studies (GWAS), single cell gene expression data, multi-omics studies and metatranscriptomics and genomics results. Data preprocessing and administration panel along with an API will be further improved into the GenIE-Sys as a fully functional Content Management System to allow researchers to easily upload, modify and maintain data. Currently, there is no security testing or group level authentication; this can be another update by adding a layer to the GenIE-Sys. We believe the development of GenIE-Sys will be a collaborative effort in the future. Hence, we published our source code under the GNU public license on GitHub.
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